
























































































































































































































































































































































52. In the minutes of meeting of SAB held on 12.03.12 following extracts is important in
the context of prices and exports:

"c) Chairman PSMA Mr. Javed A Kayani, shared that after start ofFebruary, 2012
crushing reduced due to prolonged winter spell and frost. As such an abundant
precaution PSMA advised to halt the export decision till the end ofcrushing season .... d)
He also underscored that the sugar price has reducedfrom RS. 75 per kg in August
2011 to Rs.50/kg. h) Secretary Food Punjab informed that.. .. He stressed that exports
decision should be made once the crushing season is over and final figures in this
regard are in hand i) Representative from PSMA Punjab Zone opined that 20-25 days
are left in this crushing season. Sugar is already in surplusAny delay in sugar export
decision will render export as less desirable option due to Brazilian sugar entering the
market and driving internationalprices down.

3. The meeting validated the decision of ECC for export of 100,000/- tons sugar.
(Surplus was I Million tonns)"

53. In the minutes of the SAB meeting of 17-5-2017 the following is noteworthy:

"The Chair, in view ofthe likely price hike during the month ofRamzan, soughtfirm
assurance of PSMA to maintain price stability. Chairman. PSMA proposed that
Trading Corporation ofPakistan (TCP) maypurchase sugar upto 0.200 to 0.300 MMT
for strategic reserve and in case ofrise in price; TCP may release the stocks in the
market to maintain price stability. The representative of the Ministry of Commerce
advised that the issue of TDAP may be taken up separately. Regarding purchase of
sugar by TCP, he apprised the Board that the TCP is not having sufficient resources
and its past experience is not all too encouraging. On the desire of the Chair, PSMA
vowed to send in writing itsfirm resolve to maintain price stability."

54. Similarly, the minutes of the SAB meeting of 15-4-2919 following extract needs to be
considered :

7. The Chairman PSMA informed that as per agreement with the Government of
Punjab, they will provide sugar at reduced rates ofRamzan Bazars in the holy month
ofRamzan. The Chair urged the PSMA representatives to show same gesture to the
Federal Government by providing sugar at reduced rates through Utility Stores
Corporation (USCs) across the country in the holy month ofRamzan. The Secretary
(l&P) suggested thatphysical sugar to the tune of50,000 tons be provided to the USC,
in response Chairman PSMA assured that they will participate in the tender as
advertised by MOJP.

8. After consulting the stakeholders, it was mutually agreed that;am.on.

caifhe industry decrease the prices ofsugar in the holy month ofRamzan the chair
4, zy willtake up the matter with the government to keep export door openfor the industry.
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55. In the SAB meeting dated 29.10.19 following was discussed

7. On the issue ofhighprices the Chari elaboratedthat the Prime Minister has serious
concerns oh this issue. Chairman PSMA explainedthat the Ex-millprice ofsugar have
come down.from Rs. 69.26 inSeptember to Rs.65 in October, 2019. However, wholesale
andretailprice didnot decrease.

8. After consulting all the stakeholders, it was concluded unanimously by the Sugar
Advisory Board (SAB) that:

a. Sugarcane prices will be workedout expeditiouslyfor next crushingyear 2019-20.

b. To reduce the gap between Ex-millprice andretailprice, the Secretary (l&P) will
approach the Provincial Governments to regulate differentials to bring them down
at reasonable margin to manage the recent price hike in wholesale and retail
markets oftheir respective province.

c. MNFSR in consultation withMOIP will review costingmodels ofsugar as sharedby
PSMA.

56. A relevant case in point with respect to exports of sugar is California Retail Liquor

Dealers Assn. v. Midcal Aluminum, Inc., 445 U_S> 971980), where the Court considered a

California law requiring producers to post a "fair trade contract" specifying a wholesale resale

price and then requiring all wholesalers in the region to charge no less than that price. In its

survey of the State Action Case law, Justice Powell's opinion discerned "two standardsfor

antitrust immunityunder Parker vs Brown First, the challenge restraint must be one clearly

articulated and affirmatively expressed as state policy: Second, the policy must be actively

supervisedby the state itself."This two pronged test is fully applicable in the scenario of export

of sugar in Pakistan, where Government not only sanctions quantity and timeframe for export

and also closely monitors the process through an independent monitoring mechanism as
elaborated in earlier paras.

57. ER maintains that exports always results in domestic price hike, it would be instructive

to consider submission of Respondents, which through data substantiates that out of various

instances of permission for exports by the government, domestic supplies actually remained

unaffected and resulted domestic prices either reduced or remained stable during the period of

glut as against the stance maintained by the EC in the ER regarding the correlation between

export quantities and the resultant impact on prices. It has been alleged in the ER that such

<0is9duet has prevailed sinee 2012, whereas the data set presented in evidence only covers a
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time period can be extrapolated to 8 years backwards. Therefore, it appears that at the time the

contravention of Section 4 "since 2012" was alleged there was no material before the EC to

substantiate this view. This limited. and deficient analysis cannot be improved upon at this

stage. The table below actually charts the relation between exports and domestic price levels:
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58. The chart above makes it abundantly clear that there is no cogent relationship between

quantity exported and domestic price level. Maximum quantity was exported inNov 17 to Mar

18 where prices touched bottom, whereas, in the months where there were no exports, prices

remained higher.

59. Submissions of Member Undertakings that' the data relevant to sugar mills is the ex

mill price data as opposed to retail price data which has been relied upon by the EC while

calculating the impact of exports on domestic prices of sugar , and that too for a limited period

of 8 months as opposed to since 2012, also are relevant. Although retail price is primarily a

function of ex-mill price, however, the determining factors of retail and ex-mill price cannot

be treated as same. Ex-mill price primarily depends on input costs, while retail price depends

on ancillary factors. On one side it is a valid argument that the retail price increases with every

increase in the ex-mills price, the converse of it may not be true in certain cases i.e., a reduction

in ex-mill price may not instantly decrease the retail price as has been the case in October 2019

where decrease in ex-mill price was not reflected in retail price. Similarly, an increase in retail

,....-::;:o;;~~~Y not corresponds to increase in ex-mill price as sometimes retail price may rise due
/ •.- <·,. \ .,.....,. ...... ..... --. •.._._, ,, . J~-.lri \.
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of competition is only present at the ex-mill level keeping in view the highly regulated sugar

industry. Therefore, the comparison of sugar export with effect on retail prices is, irrelevant

keeping in view the assertion in the ER about conduct of PSMA and Member Undertakings

vis-a-vis determination of export quantities intended to reduce domestic supply and maintain

price level. Any analysis, if relevant, here was the analysis of impact of determination of export

quantities on the ex-mill prices of sugar which is absent in the ER.

60. At this juncture, the examination of the conduct of individual sugar mills and their

ability to individually make a choice to export sugar on the basis of their individual commercial

circumstance is also relevant.

61. All Member Undertakings of PSMA denied their involvement in any collusive decision

to determine export quantity and also contended the selective reliance of the EC on a speech

of individual office bearer i.e. the 'Chairman' as proof of a "decision" by PSMA (or an

"agreement" between Member Undertakings) to be unwarranted and insufficient evidence.

They have maintained that neither PSMA nor any of its Member Undertakings have the power

or authority to either make any such "decision" and nor enforce or implement any such

"decision". The decision to export refined sugar as well as the "determination of the quantity"

of sugar to be exported and permissions and processes in this regard are all decisions taken and

enforced by the Federal Government and its agencies and instrumentalities and not by any one

or more Member Undertakings or the PSMA. Any proposal in support of a decision to export

cannot itself be portrayed as the "determination" of a decision to export or export a particular
quantity.

62. As elaborated above, once the decision to export certain quantity of sugar is made on

the basis of input and or recommendation of SAB, the same is communicated through Ministry

of Commerce and the role of SBP's Exchange Policy Division becomes relevant.

63. Examination of export decisions announced over the span ofpast 9 years indicate that

export permission may or may not be time-bound. Usually, the rationale behind making a time

bound decision is to put pressure on the mills to avail export opportunity without wasting time

.--andliquidate their position within prescribed time. The EPD circular also contain other terms
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64. From the contents of EPD circulars following two factors transpire (i) It is the decision

of individual mill to take part in exports based on its individual stock availability, liquidity

position and its ability to engage export customers. (ii) export permission is given to mills by

the SBP on first come first serve basis and based on the satisfactory compliance with the export

conditions stipulated in EPD circulars.

65. Figures ofutilized/unutilized export quota are also presented in SAB meetings. In terms

of SAB minutes ofmeeting, PSMA at various occasions have stressed the need to expedite the

lengthy process through which exporting mills have to go through and have complained that

due to this lengthy process the exports orders are usually wasted and mills are not able to avail

the profitable export window in lieu of fluctuating international prices. They have therefore, at

various occasions requested the SBP to allot unutilized quota to those mills who are willing to

export in order to meet the ultimate objective of ensuring liquidity for the industry. In response

to the request of PSMA the export quota was enhanced from 5000 tons per mill to 15000 tons

per mills and resultantly export targets were also achieved by mills. Since PSMA is only

making a generic demand while requesting increase in quota per mill, therefore, in my opinion

there is no anti- competitive intent behind this pursuance.

66. Export is usually allowed when local production/stocks substantially exceed domestic

demand as a result of a glut in production. Surplus is not made by choice because the decision

to plant sugarcane rests with the farmer and district administration force mills to start crushing

at the notified time and not stop until all cane is crushed in the vicinity of mills. The practice

is mandated under the provisions of Sugar Factories Control Act, 1950 whereby, the sugar

mills are required to start crushing as per notified dates, regardless of the fact that they have

previous year's surplus lying in their mills and non-compliance entails penalties. Therefore, to

produce or not to produce is in fact not a commercial decision by the sugarmills. The resultant

impact on the liquidity of mills therefore, cannot be termed as the individual commercial

problem of a certain mill without contextualizing it in the light of obligatory requirement to

crush every available kilogram of cane and producing more than the domestic requirement.

The assertion in the ER stating that the mills demand export on the pretext of payment to

growers, is therefore, unfounded.

. 67.Itis a common practice in various sugar producing countries that either the government

l _.J. its~-lfbiy~~\urplus stock from mills directly to generate liquidity for mills or allow exportwith
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Examples of this practice are common in sugar producing countries like India and Thailand

particularly where the industry and cane growers have not been able to improve sugar cane

recovery ratios and hence there is relatively high production cost as is the case in Pakistan

where at least 78% cost of production is the cost of sugarcane. There is also a carrying cost

attached to the surplus sugar which has to be born either by the government, in case it buys

surplus itself or by the industry where industry carries the surplus. Usually, a cost vs. benefit

analysis is carried out by the government entities concerned while allowing subsidy in exports.

68. It is pertinent to understand that export of surplus sugar fetches two major benefits for

the Federal and Provincial Governments. On the one hand valuable foreign exchange and on

the other hand release of payment to the cane growers for revival of rural economic cycle,

which cannot be achieved through any other means as the surplus sugar cannot be disposed of

locally. This is a key objective of exports and is also part of the Terms of Reference of SAB,

which has not been given due weight in the ER and payment to growers has been observed

therein to be a mere pretext to stabilize domestic prices. As noted above, payment to growers

is also a pre-condition for eligibility of exporting sugar mills. The fact that there is no other
»

means of improving liquidity has also not been given weight in the ER. In the context of

improving liquidity and ensuring payment to growers, the liquidity of the sugar mills is a
condition precedent.

69. It is important to note that the decision to discontinue exports in the wake of surge in

domestic prices was taken in Jan 2020. In Feb 2020, 30 % duty on import of sugar was also

lifted and private importers were allowed to import sugar. Government has recently announced

an import of 600,000 tons of sugar by TCP to meet the domestic requirements and to put

downward pressure on sugar prices which are touching around Rs. I IO per kg at retail level.

These facts reasonably question the relevance of the assumption that the price hike only
through exports.

70. In view of the above discussion and analysis, we conclude that the assertions in
4

paragraphs 67 to 83 of ER and the contraventions of the Act alleged on the basis thereof, in
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USC TENDERS (Issue V)

V. Whether PSMA and its Member Undertaking participating in the 2019 and 2010
USC Tenders respectively took a collective decision/indulged in a collective bargaining
practice tofix and divide the quantity ofsale among themselves which is thereby violation
ofSection 4(1) read with Section 4 (2) (c) oftheAct ?

71. There are two tenders floated by Utility Stores Corporation (USC) in respect of which

violation of Section 4 read with Section 4(2) (c) of the 2010 Act is alleged. One tender is of

20-3-2010 for 100,000 MT of refined sugar (2010 Tender) and the other of 23-4-2019 for

20,000 MT ofrefined sugar (2019 Tender). Each is examined below.

2010 Tender:

72. The first tender is dated 20-3-2010 for 100,000 tons of sugar. The evidence relied upon

in the ER are three letters, all from the Secretary General of the PSMA to the Managing

Director of USC dated 26-3-2010 and 29-3-2010. A draft letter dated 24-3-2010 in which

request to distribute the tender quantity among 21 member Undertakings is made. A letter of

26-3-2010 which, without mentioning the specific sugar mills (Member Undertakings)

concerned, it is requested that USC "give an opportunity to the participating mills to match the

lowest established rate and then equitably distribute quantity among the sugar mills". The letter

of 29-3-2010 is stated to be "further to" the letter of 26-3-2010 and again, without listing the

sugar mills (Member Undertakings), reiterates the request in the previous letter and request

USC that all parties that have participated in the 20-3-2010 be allowed to share the total

quantity to be supplied.

73. With regard to the 2010 Tender, first, the contention of the sugar mills in Group 3 that

the Commission cannot take cognizance of the 2010 Tender in a Show Cause Notice issued

under the Competition Act, 2010 (2010 Act) as it pertains to a period prior to the date of

promulgation of the 2010 Act requires consideration. In this context, we concur the opinion

expressed in supra para 240 above and our analysis of the facts in this issue is discussed in

paras below.

74. At the outset, it is observed that there does not appear to be sufficient evidence on

.-,record to conclusively hold, on the basis of the three letters from PSMA to USC dated 24-3

_.-.-·:<,: \; ;:--·;;J1:('l6_-,__-;::-2010 and 29-3-2010, that PSMA or Member Undertakings have co~ravened
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Section 4(1) of the 2010 act read with Section 4(2)(c) thereof. Section 4(2)(c) of the 2010 Act

declares the following to be a "prohibited agreement" for the purposes of Section 4(1) "fixing

or settling the quantity of production, distribution or sale with regard to any goods or the

manner or means of providing services". In this context, whilst considering the documents

relied upon in the ER, it is observed that:

(a). The three letters relied upon in the ER do not demonstrate any concerted

practice, decision or agreement by the Member Undertakings to "fix the quantity" to be

supplied as prohibited by Section 4(2)(c) on part of the mills participating in the tender

under the auspices of PSMA, as discussed below:

(b). The letters are written by PSMA (Punjab Zone). Neither of the two letters list

anyMember Undertakings which have come to any collective decision or agreement to

"fix quantities". The letter dated 24-3-2010 is unsigned, unnumbered and not on PSMA

letterhead (unlike the subsequent two letters) and so it is not established whether this

letter was actually signed and issued. The language of the letter of 26-3-2010 suggests

that the draft of 24-3-2010 may not have been issued, as its opening sentence makes no

reference to any earlier letter on the subject, as has been done in the letter of29-3-2010.

The document of 24-3-2010, therefore, appears to be a draft and there is no evidence

that it was actually issued.

(c) Through the other two letters, PSMAhas requestedUSC to "give an opportunity

to the participating mills to match the lowest established rate and then equitably

distribute quantity among the sugar mills". Hence neither the names of mills nor

quantity is fixed at this stage as evident from language of the letter hence no collective

decisionbyPSMA or member mills at this stage was present. In assessing contravention

of Section 4(2)(c) of the 20IO Act, the action in question must also have the object or

effect of preventing, restricting or reducing competition within the relevant market. It

is not denied that, with regard to the 2010 Tender, the lowest price was indeed identified

through a transparent and competitive bidding process. The ER notes in paragraph 112

that it did not make out any finding ofprimafacie collective refusal to supply. Also,

there is no allegation or evidence of bid rigging against PSMA or the Member

Undertakings.

(d). The ER also notes that "USC tenders for commodities such as sugar and pulses
a,7,,i,etc. are for large quantities to be supplied all over Pakistan. It usually happens that the

// ,:,.'-·' ••' .. ·•··--..:':.:·· \\.'\
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participating bidders to match the price of the lowest bidder." The key stage at which

competition is to take place is the bidding process as a result of which the lowest price

is identified. The 'competition' in this context is, therefore, with respect to "price"

which, the record shows, was quoted on a per MT basis. The quantity, therefore, is less

relevant than the "price" in this particular context. There is no difference in quality as

all bidders were required to offer product compliant with PSQCA standard and it is a

homogenous product with no brand differentiation. The object of the purchaser, in this

case USC, was obviously to obtain the lowest price possible. This was achieved through

a competitive bidding process and there was no anticompetitive practice in the

competitive bidding process which yielded the lowest price. It was only after the lowest

price had been identified that PSMA requested, without listing specific Member

Undertakings, that USC "give an opportunity to the participating mills to match the

lowest established rate and then equitably distribute quantity among the sugar mills".

So, the request is to match the "lowest established price", which is not an

anticompetitive interference. The request to distribute the quantity "equitably" between

all participants at the lowest price already established does not, in our view, amount to

"fixing the quantity of sale" in suchmanner that it has the object or effect ofpreventing,

restricting or reducing competition within the relevant market in terms of Section 4( 1)

read with Section 4(2)(c) of the 2010 Act as competition was principally on price,

apparently quoted in terms of Rupees per MT, which has already duly taken place. The

fact that USC itself has on other occasions permitted suppliers to distribute quantity of

commodity to be supplied post-bidding, by matching the lowest price identified in a

bidding process, also indicates that the key stage of 'competition' is at the bidding stage

and that competition is with respect to the per MT price offered as opposed to quantities

also. Further ER has not tried to collect evidence fromUSC in order to assess the factual

position as if tender was allocated to few, then how others were accommodated later

on? Further, name and quantities offered, allotted and supplied by the mills could also
have been obtained.

75. In these circumstances, it is our opinion that the EC needed to collect further evidence

to ascertain how the actual allotment of tender quantities tookplace and what was the response

of USC on the request of PSMA to equitably allot the tender quantity. This was necessary to
• ms "».,
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2019 Tender:

76. The 2019 Tender was for 20,000 MT of refined sugar. The ER notes that ultimately

only 8,000 MT was supplied by mills out of the 20,000 MT by USC.

77. The evidence relied upon in respect of the 2019 Tender includes notice of a meeting of

PSMA (Punjab Zone) for 19-4-2019 in which one agenda item is "utility store tenders". The

other document is a letter dated 25-4-2019 (retrieved from the computer of a PSMA) addressed

to the Chairman of USC in which with reference to the tender opened on 23-4-2019, it is stated

that the 15 Member Undertakings mentioned therein are "pleased to match the lowest price of

Rs. 63/kg". In this letter, one of the Member Undertakings have also indicated willingness to

increase the quantity and another has made its offer subject to settlement of previous payment
issues.

78. First, it is not proven conclusively from the record that the letter of 25-4-2019 was

actually signed and issued or whether the same is a draft as it was retrieved from the computer

of a PSMA official. However, the ER has not verified issuance thereof or receipt by USC.

Second, as discussed in relation to the 2010 Tender, the main point and stage of competition is

price. In this case quoted on Rs./k.g. basis. As in the case of the 2010 Tender, it is observed

that the competition onprice had already taken place prior to the letter in question. The request

in the letter of 25-4-2021 is in respect of 15,000 MT and not the entire 20,000 MT and

ultimately only 8,000 MT was actually delivered by four Member Undertakings according to
the ER.

79. Additionally, as contended by Respondents the background to the 2019 Tender is

apparent from the minutes of the meeting ofSAB on 15-4-2019 in which the Chairman ofSAB

had urged the PSMA representatives to provide sugar "at reduced rates through Utility Stores

Corporation (USCs) across the country in the holy month ofRamzan".

80. Whilst there is no direct evidence that USC itself asked for the 20,000 MT quantity to

be split between the Member Undertakings, for the reasons given above in relation to the 2010

Tender, no contravention of Section 4(1) read with Section 4(2)(c) of the 2010 Act is made out

.- byPSMA or Member Undertakings as the letter of 25-4-2019, even if assumed to have been

.etc..
..- issued,'on its own or read with the Notice of meeting of PSMA Punjab Zone (for 19-4-2019),
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ofpreventing, restricting or reducing coopetitionwithin the relevant market in terms of Section

4(1) read with Section 4(2)(c) of the 2010 Act as competition was principally on price, quoted

in terms of Rupees per kg., which has already duly taken place. Even otherwise, such action

does not appear to fall within the language and scope of Section 4(1) read with Section 4(2)(c)

of the 2010 Act. Therefore, contravention, as alleged, in respect of the 2019 Tender is also not

established.

CONCLUSION AND DECISION

81. In light of the foregoing, we hold the following with respect to the Issues I to V
discussed above:

a). With respect to issue Issues I and IV, we set aside the SCN and ER to this extent

and remand the matter for de novo inquiry which shall, inter alia, address the following
issues:

i). A detailed analysis of the price discovery mechanism in sugar industry, keeping

in view the regulatory framework and cyclic nature of production.

ii). Inclusion of the role of market intermediaries and detailed analysis of their

possible role in market manipulation through 'Forward Contract & Satta'.

iii). Inclusion of Sindh and KPK mills for investigation into the possibility of

existence of collusive behavior with respect to sharing of sensitive commercial

information.

iv). Verification/corroboration of the information and evidence provided in the ER

to confirm its credibility.

v). With respect to Issues II & ill, we set aside the SCN and ER to the extent of

these issues.

b). With respect to Issue V, we set aside the SCN and ER to this extent and remand

the matter related to 2010 Tender for de novo inquiry which shall, inter alia, address
the observations given above in para 75 above.

82. Before parting, we would like to give our observations on some aspects that have been

highlighted during the proceedings before the Commission in this matter. When we compare

this matter with the previous inquiries and key orders of the Commission, we clearly see that

..--~~ms of cartelization and the manner in which it occurs has undergone significant changes,
ON COM;
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become more aware of Pakistan's competition legal framework and the reputational and

financial risks they face because of its enforcement. Today, the probability of acquiring

evidence of cartelization in physical form is remote, as methods of communication that

establish and monitor adherence to prohibited agreements have shifted to a virtual environment

spanning the globe, assessment of which is a challenge in itself, coupled with the paucity of

accurate data collection, compilation, and analysis at the Federal and Provincial levels.

83. In the context of market of essential commodities in general and sugar in particular,

where market dynamics shift rapidly, it is our view that the government needs to develop an

'independent' mechanism for policy making with respect to commodities. This mechanism

should necessarily involve all important stakeholders, and, more importantly, should also

include independent sector experts as well. Our opinion is based on the observations made in

various inquiries and orders of the Commission in case of essential commodities such as

wheat/flour, sugar, poultry, milk, and pulses, among others. We have observed that the absence

of an independent, timely, and accurate information-gathering framework to provide necessary

quantitative support in the government's price controls mechanisms for essential commodities

has resulted in policy making based on questionable sources of information. Instead, policy

decisions that affect the lives of all citizens are taken largely relying on the questionable input

received directly from the relevant industry associations/groups of suppliers, wholesalers, or

retailers who have a vested interest. The government lacks the means of cross-checking this

information due to capacity constraints. Also, the risk of collusion substantially increases

during the process of providing information to the government's price control mechanisms as

it allows competitors to align their responses for their sole benefit. In extreme cases, these

associations can become so powerful as the sole provider of information to the government

mechanism that they ensure that policies developed are favourable to help them achieve their

ends, failing which they start blackmailing government for their own interests and demands,

becoming sectoral mafias, that raise prices of essential commodities and affect the lives of the
population.

84. We strongly believe that it is extremely necessary to establish the Commission as an

institution with credible processes and a focus on considering the viewpoint of key experts and

acquiring and analysing different sources of data that are now becoming more available in the

to improvements in enquiry
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85. Proper analytical processes and procedures must be in place in the Commission to

empower it to free the economy from the harmful impact of cartelization, mafias, and vested

interest and act as a safeguard for the public against anticompetitive practices. We believe that

only work done using transparent and credible processes in place can enable the Commission

to achieve its objectives of improving the role of competition in the economy.

(Bushra az Malik)
Member
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COMMISSION'S VIEW

All four Members of the Commission are unanimous in their view and have arrived at unqualified

consensus on background facts, formulation of issues, determination of preliminary/technical

objections, the determination of the relevant market and the spill-over effect, and the determination

of Issue VI (Ceasing of Sugarcane Crushing) as addressed in the opinion of Ms. Rahat Kaunain

Hassan, Chairperson and Mr. Mujtaba Ahmad Lodhi, Member dated 6 August 2021 (the "First

Opinion"). However, two Members, Ms. Shaista Bano and Ms. Bushra Naz Malik, have recorded

a different opinion dated 12 August, 2021 (at pages 135-173) (the "Second Opinion") from the

First Opinion, on Issue I (Sharing of Sensitive Commercial Stock Information), Issue II (Collective

Decision to Export), Issue III (Effect of Collective Decision of Export on Price), Issue IV (Zonal

Divisions in Punjab to Coordinate Sales) and Issue V (Collective Bargaining Practice in USC

Tenders), therefore, the Commission is faced with a deadlock situation on the determination of the

aforesaid Issues within the contemplation of the Act.

Remaining fully cognisant of my duties (including fiduciary duties) in the discharge of the

functions of the Commission in my capacity as the Chair of the Bench hearing this matter as well

as in my capacity as the Chairperson of the Commission, 1 am of the considered view that the

deadlock arising within the contemplation of the Act needs to be resolved. Hence, guided by the

spirit of Section 24, sub-sections (1 ), (5) & (6) read with Section 28(1) of the Act and also having

duly considered the overall purpose and intent of the Act; attending public policy framework and

considerations; the general public interest that the Act seeks to protect and enforce; that procedural

technicalities cannot thwart the administration of affairs entrusted to the Commission and in the

interest of justice, I hereby exercise, in due and faithful discharge of the functions of the

Commission, my second and casting vote envisaged and entrusted to me under the Act in favour

of the First Opinion, thereby breaking the deadlock in relation to the aforesaid Issues. Accordingly,

the First Opinion constitutes the Order of the Commission on all matters expressed therein.

Chairperson
13-08-2021
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